Abstract: This paper consider control structure design using the information given in the pole vectors. It is shown how the input and output pole vectors are related to the minimum input energy needed to stabilize a given unstable mode using one Single Input Single Output (SISO) control loop. The paper also look at stable but slow modes which need to be shifted further into the Left Half Plane (LHP) using feedback control. Moving stable slow modes are accomplished with pole placement and the results are interpreted in terms of Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG) control.
INTRODUCTION
This paper consider control structure design and in particular the selection of inputs to be used for control and the outputs to be controlled. Our concern in this paper are plants which need to be "stabilized" in an extended meaning. That is, plants which contains one or more unstable modes and therefore need to be stabilized in the mathematical sense, or plants which contains one or more stable slow modes which need to be "stabilized" form the operator point of view. In order to provide this "stabilization" we need to select inputs to be used for control and outputs to be controlled. It is then necessary that these inputs can affect the modes which need "stabilization" and that the modes are visible in the outputs to be controlled.
The main question we will answer in this paper is:
Given a plant G with one unstable mode p, 2 Author to whom correspondence should be addressed, Fax: (+47) 73 59 40 80, E-mail: skoge@kjemi.unit.no. one output u j ; y i stabilize the unstable mode p with minimum input energy?
In order to answer this question we need to address the following two questions:
Which output should be controlled? Which input should be used for control?
For the case when the plant G has no unstable modes, minimum input energy problem is meaningless since u = 0 is the best solution to this problem. But we still may want to move one stable slow open-loop pole further to the left in the complex plane using a single loop controller in order to obtain satisfactory closedloop response (i.e. speed up the open-loop response).
Some related work are given in (Wang and Davison, 1973; Benninger, 1986; Tarokh, 1985; Tarokh, 1992; Hovd, 1992; Lunze, 1992; Li et al., 1994a; Li et al., 1994b In this section we consider the following problem, see also 
At first sight it is not clear that the output selection problem is included at all, since the outputs do not enter into the objective (3) explicitly. However, the output selection problem is included implicitly through the measurement noise and the expectation operator E. We assume that the noise are uncorrelated zeromean Gaussian stochastic processes with power spectral density matrix equal to the identity I. That is, each n i are white noise processes with covariance E ntn
where n = n 1 n l T . As for the LQG design we use the Separation Theorem (Certainty Equivalence Principle) and find the best input using state feedback (LQR) under the assumption of perfect measurement of all states. The next step is to construct the optimal state observer (LQE) and find the best output so that the mean square reconstruction error We note that p, x pi and x po in (6) are independent of the input/output selection problem.
Proof of (6).
Optimal state feedback to input u j . In this case, the problem is to minimize the input usage due to non-zero initial states x 0 , i.e.
minimize the deterministic cost
The optimal state feedback gain K j becomes
It is well-known (Kwakernaak and Sivan, 1972 ) that minimum input to stabilize an unstable plant with state feedback u = ,K x t mirrors the unstable poles across the imaginary axis, see Figure 2 .
Kalman filter based on y i . In this case the Kalman filter is updated by only using the information in output y i , and in this case there is no process noise. The structure is similar to the structure in an ordinary state observer
The feedback gain K f;i from output y i to the state estimate be- 
Finally, to prove the minimum value of the objective J given in (3), we use Theorem 5.4 part (d) in Kwakernaak and Sivan (1972, page 394-395) .
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POLE PLACEMENT
In the previous section we showed that for the special case of stabilizing one unstable mode with a single control loop and selecting the input u j and the output y i according to the largest elements in the pole vectors, corresponds to the best input/output combination in terms of minimum input usage. We note that an alternative interpretation to the minimum input usage is to select input u j and output y i which minimize kK j k 2 and kK f ; i k 2 , see the expressions for K j and K f ; i in (7) and (9).
Moving one pole
State feedback to input u j . 
where y p;i is the i'th element in the output pole direction corresponding to the pole p and x po is the corresponding state output pole direction, i.e. Ax po = px po . We see that the magnitude of K f ; i is minimized by selecting output i corresponding to the element with largest magnitude jy p;i j in the output pole vector y p .
IMPLICATIONS ON INPUT/OUTPUT SELECTION
The pole input/output vectors depends on scaling, so it is crucial to scale the inputs and outputs properly. One procedure for selecting inputs and outputs to stabilize a given unstable mode is:
1) Scale the inputs so that a change in each input are of equal importance in the objective.
2) Scale outputs relative to measurement noise.
3) Use input u j for control, where j corresponds to a large element in input pole vector u p 4) Control output y i , where i corresponds to a large element in output pole vector y p .
If the plant has several unstable modes which need to be stabilized, after stabilizing one mode using one loop, the poles and the pole vectors of the partially controlled system (closed-loop system with the SISO controller included) can be recomputed. It may be that the SISO controller has "stabilized" several unstable or slow modes. If there are remaining unstable poles then new control links can be identified from the recomputed pole directions and new controllers can be included, see the Tennessee Eastman example in Section 6 for a illustration of this procedure.
CASE STUDIES
The first example consider the Tennessee Eastman problem, where we use the pole directions to find a stabilizing control structure. EXAMPLE 1. TENNESSEE EASTMAN PROBLEM. The plant layout of the Tennessee Eastman problem is shown in Figure 3 . For details about the Tennessee Eastman problem refer to (Downs and Vogel, 1993) . In the figure both measurements y i and manipulated variables u j are labeled. Also given in the figure are candidate outputs (y i ) for stabilizing control. A separate numbering scheme is given for those outputs. The model has six unstable poles in the operating point considered Pu = 0 0:001 0:023 0:156i 3:066 5:079i
The output pole vectors are u 8 u 10
By considering both input and output pole vectors at the same time we arrive at the suggested pairings; y 15 $ u 8 and y 21 $ u 10 which corresponds to controlling the stripper level using the stripper liquid product flow and controlling reactor cooling water outlet temperature using the reactor cooling water flow. It can also be seen from the pole vectors that these two loop will interact very little since the common elements in the two vectors are almost zero. It is worth noting that both of these loops was also included by McAvoy and Ye (1994) in their study.
Using two PI-controllers with tunings given in Table 3 , we manage We see that the output pole vector has a large element in y 12 and only small elements in the other outputs. From the input direction The DB-configuration is stable except for two poles close 3 to zero, and experience shows that two control loops need to be included to "stabilize" these two modes. This is in contrast to the other distillation column configurations, for example LV, LB, DV, and the configurations with single and double ratios, which have only one pole close to zero and therefore only need one "stabilizing" control loop.
In this example the objective is to predict the fact that the DBconfiguration needs two control loops to be "stabilized", by looking at the poles, the pole directions/vectors and the zeros of the transfer function elements. The model is linearized in the nominal operating point and we consider G where the inputs and outputs are u = D B T and y = y D x B T
In addition we have a disturbance model where the disturbances are feed flow rate F and feed composition z F 
where M = 2 and w B = 1. The weight w P for the weighted sensitivity require kSsk 1 less than 2, and require tight control up to a frequency of w B = 1 [rad/min] . We obtain = h w P Ss wuK S s i 1 = 1 :683
The closed-loop poles jpj 0:01 and zeros jzj 0:01, for the 2 2 closed-loop system with the full distillation column model in partial control with K1 controlling x B using B and where input u 2 is replaced by the reference to y 2 , is given in Table 4 . We see that the open-loop poles appears as closed-loop zeros, see Table 4 . Step change in z F 
SUMMARY
Input and output pole vectors and directions are introduced, and it is shown how to compute these in terms of eigenvalue problems. The input and output pole vectors are related to the minimum input energy needed to stabilize one unstable pole using a single loop controller. Furthermore, it is shown that the best input and the best output to stabilize an unstable mode with a single SISO control loop corresponds to the input and output with largest elements in the pole vectors. Here the term "best" is in the meaning of minimizing the input usage to stabilize the plant. In a similar way, it is shown that the best input and the best output to move a pole from one location to a different location further to the left in the complex plane with single SISO control loop corresponds to the input and output with the largest elements in the pole vectors. Here the term "best" is in the meaning of minimizing the gain form the outputs to the states in the observer and the gain from the states to the inputs.
